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Nader challenges .Congress on pay raiseJssue
Ralp'h Nader appeared before UCF
students this week, to criticize a proposed congressional pay raise.
"Society is like a dead fish," Nader
stated. -"It rots from the head down.·
The average working class family in
America make~$ l 2,000 and the fact
that our congress~en claim they can't
make it on $60,000 a year sets an extremely bad example,~· he said.
The $14,000-per-year · increase
would "cost the American taxpayer
over $200 million" according to

Nader. The proposal also includes an
increase in' office, travel and other
. "grossly overpriced" expenses.
"Remember these are the guys who
in November promised to stop inflation and reduce federal spending," he
· ·
added.
"We are launching a nationwide
campaign to stop this disgusting
mismanagement of our tax funds
Nader said at a press conference.
Nader ·explained that congress will
consider the proposal in about ~even

weeks. ..During this time several consumer's life is ridiculous.
.
citizens' groups will be mobilizing to
"~ll the rhetoric sounds great, but
fight the legislation," he said . .He was what he's telling you is you have the
quick to point out that both con- freedpm to fly through a windshield at
servatives a.nd liberals are banding , 50 miles per hour." Nader said.
together in opposition. ·
- ~'Reagan's opposition to the airbag,
Nader also expressed concern about a device that could save over 100
the fledgling · Reagan administration. thousand lives this year, in addition in'
"Ronald Reagan's presidency will be his fight to remove the FDA's restricthe worst detriment to the American tions on the use of known cancerconsumer in the. past twenty years.
causing agents in foods makes him a
"At first glance. his claim of cutting very dangerous policy maker," Nader
back the federal budget looks good; said.
however, this also me:~ms that federal
After the speech Na.der fielded quess_afety testing of consumer drugs and tions from students and faculty. A
automobiles will be drastically af- . ·reception after the talk .enabled people.
fected."
to meet Nader.
Nader said he believes Reagan's
Nader's appearance cost the SC
stand on less federal interference in the speaker's committee $3,000.

Enrollm•mt cap forces cuts
in A&SF budget.allocations
by Doug Marks
Assl1tant manat1l111Ledltor

Budget requests from Activity and
Service Fee funded campus organizations and services face heavy trimming
· because of UCF's enrollment cap.
Student Body President James Blount
said state officials:--including the Board
of Regents ~nd Gov. Bob Grahamhave not responded to a Student
Government appeal requesting help
to solve universiry growth problems.
"If they.don't ~espond to our needs,
something's going .to · break loose,"
Blount said. SG wi}l stage an ar:iti-cap
rally if the state denies UCF aid, . he
said.
The BOR's 7 ,660-student UCF admission limit means the university will
have 800 fewer students next fall and
· 2.•000 fewer over the next year.
The university will not get the· $2.69
per credit hour those students would
pay as Activity and Service Fees,
meaning there will be about 12 percent
less money in the fund next year,
Blount said.
KevlnMason/Future
Blount will chair the committee
What do people think of the sex trade and other victimless crimes? when it meets next week to apportion
O~e

professor asked and got some interesting results. See page 6.

Student body VP pledges effort
to r~-.establish forgiveness policy

funds for the '81-'82 school year. He
said the committee will probably cut
funding across the board by 12 percent, then consider individual budgets.
Career service positions may be c.ut
and the Student Center may have to
reduce operating expenses, Blount said,
but SG will try,to maintain student services such as th~ dental program as
well as funding for student organizations.
.
·
.
Student Body Vice Presiqent Marcos "
Marchena said, "Cuts are going to be
necessary but we're going to try and
maintain as many services as possible.
A&SF page 2
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l
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Iranian entry
President Colbourn has
received appeals to limit the
enrollment of Iranian and other
international students. See page
5 for more details .,

Radio voice

its members opposed the proposal because "~hey felt that it
Steve Kane, a talk show host
wouldn't make any difference in a student's GPA anyway ." accustomed to controversial inSt.ff wrtter
Some members said ·a forgiveness policy should not be " terviews, is him.self interviewed
and Mary W iison
reinstituted, according to Cook.
by a Future · reporter. Turn to
Manaatns ..ttor
Students have been ~eeking another forgiveness policy page 7 for his story.
Student Body Vice President Marcos Marchena said he since the originai was abolished in 1977, Barsch said.
will pursue reviving a forgiveness policy proposal recently
The new proposafwould allow a student to "retake" up to
voted down by the Faculty Senate.
two courses with the dean's approval. A grade of "C" or
The Faculty Senate Steering Committee rejected the pro- above the second time around would be substituted for the
posal after it had been forwarded by Dr. Karl Barsch, chair- earlier failure.
Florida's governor painted a
man of the faculty's Admissions and Standards Committee.
Marchena insisted that the policy would make a difference ·somber picture of Florida's
Barsch said. his committee originally received three to students since "most have one bad quarter," involving - growth in a recent meeting with
forgiveness proposals from Marchena.
failure in one or two courses.
regional planners at UCF. See
"We chose one of the proposals and wanted to bring it to
Marchena said he was "not very pleased" with the failure page 3 for his projections of the
the ·enate floor ," Barsch said. "We forwarded it to the Steer- of the proposal to reach the Faculty Senate flodr. He said he state's future..
·
ing Committe , where it was defeated."
would ask Barsch to rt'qurst the senate's recqnsideration.
Dr. Ida Cook, Steering Committee chairman, said some of
F orgiveiiess policy, page 2
by Mike Griffin

Gov."Gr· 'a ha' m
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Forgiveness poliCY---frompage

Shot fired, student wounded

1

knowledge.
Marchena said the suggestio~ that
the forgiveness policy is not important
enough for immediate senate reconsideration is "mind bqggling."
"It is of utmost importance" because
an "unbelievable amount of students
want it," he said.
Marchena said he plans to attend the
next senate meeting in February to
"personally represent the view of
students."
·

.. If it had been two millimeters higher it.would have stru~k a lung," she
said.
1'women were in the ca.r, an early 70's, shiny, dark green Mustang.

"I plan to be there this time
around," he added.
Barsch said though he' thought the
suggested. forgiveness policy "was a
good policy,'' it "would ha:ve a better
chance of getting through next year.
He explained that the · senate was
busy considering the enrollment cap,
admission requirements and the
"grade change thing" involving the
changing of a basketball's player's
grade without the instructors'

A motorist saw the collapsed cyclist within a few minutes after the
shooting and helped her to •the UCF Health Center. She was later treated
and released from Winter Park Hospital.
Lt. Clarence Russell said the case was referred to the Orange County
Sh~riff's Department because it occured off university property.

"The stat.e must realize our needs, budget has increased every y.ear, but
but there's no way to tell when we're the BOR's cap will force a_decrease'_in
going to get help," he said.
next year's allocations, Ma.rchena said. ·
Because of expanding enrollment the ·

· A 27-year-old UCF student was shot with a pellet rifle as she bicycled to
class Monday afternoon. The student said she wished to remain anonymous
until ~h~ Orange _q_?m~ty Sher!ff's Department caught the assailants.
The shot, fired from a car traveling north along Alafaya Trail, as the
was about to turn into the university entrance. The pellet entered
·the left side of her chest and struck a rib.
·stud~nt
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Hairstyling For Men & Women
-. ATTHE

CONNECTION PLAZA
1'18S. SEMORAN BLVD.

.

PHONE: 273·1. J J J

ANY$30PERM

~·BEER & POP STOP

·$ 22.50 C0MPLEt~
WITH-THI$ A·o

..

PERMS $20-$30
HAIRCUTS, SHAMPOO, BLOW-DRY $8.00·UP
WEDO IT ALL
SAVE TIME & MONEY
·wlTH ONE TRIP!
THURSDAY EVENING BY APPOINTMENT

-
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• 1.1815 E;. ,COLONIAL DR.•. 27_7·34t~·
,OPEN 10·7-MON.·SAT.

~--------- ...... - - - ,

I LITE

s2-.29 I

Friday 'til 9
E. COLOrflA.L

BEER&

f!1 o e-

mil·

POP ~
~
.SHOP
' ·
~
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I $pk.·12 oz. can
with this ad
I
expires: 216181
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SENATE ACTION
Meetings ol Jan. 13th & 20th, 1981. ·
·Bill .13-9-Bill niandating a public candidate forum for fall arid spring
elections. Passed by unanimous consent.
Bill l3-JO-Bill allocating·$52°5 to partially fund the a·ttendance of 15
UCF student ·representitives to the Tenth Annual U.S. Model ·Senate.
Yes-28: No-0: Abstain-6:Absent-4.

1 .sb\rts

MuS\c

Contests

Feb.4, 1981

1·1a.m. to 2p.m.
CAFETERIA

._

\lisors

·Sponsored by:
S.G., SAGA, & -Re Cola

Have so~e fun during your lunch ·break! ·
Refreshments, free visors, and free T-shirts
will be given away by the sponsors~

~
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Governor describes Florida's growing pains
by Dana Treen

political attention,"he said. "In many
areas there will be absolute st~biliza
tions or reduction in aid. We can expect frustration in looking to
Washington for aid for growth in the
future."
Over the next ten years, Graham
said there will be a need in the state for
300,000 new jobs and a policy of
"strategic energy planning" that will
reduce energy consumption by 25 percent.
·
Growth will also train state univerfrom a state community college is guaranteed .to be eligible sities, now attended
,by 100,000
for admission into Florida universities.
students, Graham said. He expects a 50
Dr. Ida Cook, Faculty Senate chairman, ~aid President
Trevor Colbourn has been meeting with local community percent to 75 percent increase in
college presidents to see if the Articulation Agreement can be enrollment by the year 2000.
adjusted to_help UCF decrease enrollment.
When asked how long .it would be
Concerning enroqment quotas, Gov. Bob Graha·m said before funds would be appropiated to
that the Articulation Agreement will stand as is. He added provide room at UCF to ·admit all the
Florida's nine universities should control admissions .qualified students that apply, Graham
through other means; such as restricting the number of said that question would be answered
freshman students and· students, at the graduate and by the legislature meeting. in April.
professional levels.
·

ability of planners to decide where to
locate a state mental institution.
State planners must "address
regional interests and not parochial interests" in planning the future of
F~orida, Graham said. He added that
the individual Regional Planning
Councils represented at the meeting
must cut across political boundaries
and think in terms of state growth as a

Associate editor

Opening with a chilling scenario of
what Florida could be like in the next
century, Gov. Bob Graham talked to
over 200 .state planners at UCF about
state growth and state finances.
G.raham began his . speech
forecasting the death of agriculture in
Florida, water rationing and the in-

whole.
Graham said that the state will have
a population of 14 to 16 million people
by the year 2000, "or the equivalent of
adding 16 new St. Petersburgs."
· The governor expects "little n~tional
sympathy for states with growing
pains.
"We will become an increasingly
isolated state in terms of national

Higher entrance requirements studied
The Faculty Senate is preparing a list of recommendations
for rai~ing_the entrance reqmrements at UCF
.
Dr. Karl Barsch, chairman of the Admissions and Standards.
committee, said that the major _considerations will be the
raising of SAT scores for first time freshmen from 800 to 825
br 850, and raising freshman entrance· GPA req~irements
from 2.0 to 2.25 or 2.5.
·
According to a 1979 study of UCF students raising the
standards to the highest level proposed by Barsch would
eliminate nine percent of those students.
Barsch said his committee will not consider changing
requirements set in the state's Articulation Agreement.
The agreement
stipulates that any student. with a 2.0 GPA . ..
.
.
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Having a
WEDDING RECEPTION, PARTY?
Need a place for a
MEErING,.SEMINAR
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BENEFICIAL Il\ICOME TAX SERVICE

I
I

499 State Rd. 434, A~t. Springs
132 E. Hwy. 436, Casselberry
200 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando
5127 W. Colonial Dr., Pine Hills
515 N. Semoran Blvd., Azalea Park
COME SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING!
..
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· Beer-W~ne-Champagne
Movie~

save this eoupon .
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CallConway"Cinema Tavern
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provided by request
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Today5 Your Last Chance
Pick your favorite ArtCarlled. class ring. Cut it ou t.
Keep it with you for a wh ile. Get an idea what it's
like to own the ring that says, "~ did it! '"
Then, have the genuine article fitted by the ArtCarved representative visiting campus today. You'll
have our newe t selection of ring styles to choo e
from - and a specia list who will make sure the
fit is perfect. Plus, there are some incredible ArtCarved offers to cut the cost of you.r class ring .

CUT your ties with the past du ring our "Grea r
Ring Exchange!" T rad ing your old !OK gokl high
school ri):ig fo r a new ArtCarved col lege ring could
save you as much as $8.6 .
CUT \he cost of a tradit ional nr contem porary
Siladium ring m just $79.9!'!- a S[ICCial ArtCarved
"Ring Week" discount up to $20 .
CUT a smashing f.igure with a women 's class ring
fro m our exciting new "Designer Diamond Collection."

Any way you cw it, today is che best day

..

~}~IBO LIZI.

to

selecr ;iour ArrCarved cluss ring!

ll YOL IR ABILITY TL) :\ Cll lE\'E.

JANUARY30
STUDENT CENTER
Oeposi t requi red . ~la s l erCh a rge or VI SA acce pted .

NOTICE,· BOOKSTORE
CLOSED
2/9 /81-2/13/81
THE
UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
WILL BE CLOSED .
TO ALL BUSINESS
MONDAY,.fEBRUARY-9
THR·U
FRIDAY, .FEBRUARY 13
PLEASE .PURCHASE
NECESSARY .BOOKS AND
SUPPLIES · PRlOR TO 5:.00 P.M~
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1981

THE BOOKSTORE WILL
REOPEN IN -ITS NEW
LOCATION.
MON_DAY~ FEBRUARY 16

..

~~
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Lecture series
Dr. William Miller of Marquette
University will be the guest speaker for
the UCF history department's annual
Distinguished Professor Lecture Series,
to be held at 2 p.m. Wednesday in the
Board. of Regents Conference Room in
the Administration Building. The topic
of the lecture will be Dorothy Day,
Radical Christian Thinker." The talk
will. be followed by an exchange bet·ween Miller and a panel of three l.ICF
-. p·rofessors.
.
An informal reception wJ)l follo""'.'..
FaCUTty, students and the public are
invited.

Accounting Socie_t_y
Dr. Terry L. Campbell, professor of
accountancy at UCF, will speak on the
-"Economics of Interviewing," before
the Student Accounting SoCiety at
noon on Wednesday in ED 125. The
meeting is open to faculty and students.

tlasketball rally.

Bong Show

Campus
Bulletin
Board
ID card deadline
The deadline for obtai:ning student
ID cards is Feb. 6. Students without an
ID card may get one by presen~ing
their winter quarter class schedule at
the information booth in the Administration Building. Students with
photo ID cards that need to be
validated for the winter quarter can
have this done at the information
booth.
ID card services are available from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday and from 1 to 6
p.m. on Tuesday.

Deadline for Bulletin Board
announcements is 4 p.m. Monday for the following Friday.
Announcements should be typed
on a 60 space line and double
spaced.
,
·
Due to changin'g ; 's pace
limitations and number 11 9-f' announcements there can 'be no
guarantee that all items will be
pub I ished. Announcements
should be delivered to the Future
office, located in the art complex
on Libra Driv~.

Scholarship
UCF students interested in studying
abroad during the 1981-82 academic
year are eligible for scholarships offered by the Rotary Foundation.
The foundation -has scholarships for
undergraduate and graduate students
able to read, write and speak the_.
language of the study country or show
a~ aptitude for foreign languages.
Applications are due on March ~.
For more information contact the of. fice of Undergraduate Studies.

.----.-------r----•
/c; f
eij:!

Bulletin Board
Dead,ine

Last Thursday evening's Student
Center entertainment, the "Bong
Show" was postponed due to a lack of
participation. Paul Franzese, SC
program director, said the show will
be rescheduled for sometime next month.

THIS

..
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'5 MEAVY/

A pre .UCF-Rollins game pep rally -.........-...,..
will be held from 4 to 7 p.m. Saturday
in the SCA. Tickets are $2 per person
for all the beer. you can drink. Music
.a,nd special entertainment will be
provided. The pep rally is being span.sored h¥ the UCF cheerleaders: For
tickets call X2205.

Lr

."FuH ~rvlce Wqn,.

·,Walk-Ins Welcome

. ' 282-1700.

··Daily~:-Q TQ~~ &_,Th\Jrs. til-~;

:typis~I

IC>r sale·

renn_
C4rilCtllil 1978 Pontiac Sunbird • 35,000 m1., 4 sp., AM/FM

fiiieffJm~ 22 ,n. tip. Fuli ~tin.1;
~tbew, reports, res1111111, etc.
of spellllls, anmmar, punc. 1ml tclltln1 lncladtd.

•
•
•
Housecleaners needed, flexible hours. $3.50 to
. $4.00/hr. to start. 671-7463. leave name & no.
stereo, new muffler, 2 new tires. $2,500 or best
. with answering service. llllOlllblt. Ctll BH 678-1386.
. .~ · ;
offer· 282-5320.
:OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer/yr. round. Europe..
1980 Kawasaki 750 Ltd. Windjam"!er fairing, adrTil'trtGi -..~1it;--thesls; te~ papers, ;esumes &
Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields. $500 • lettirs. Paper supplied; edltin1 if needed. IBM
justable backrest/luggage rack, cruise control, 55
!$1,200/mo. Sightseeing. Free infor - write UC, ·Selectric II. 1 mile from campus~ M1rti, 365-6874,
mpg, excel. cond. $2400. Call 273-6245 after 7
'Box 52·Fl4, Corona del M1r, CA 92625.
· UCF 2811. .
PM.
Need'extn
cash?
Campus
rep
ileeaed
for
T-shirts,
.
·Accurate
tjpinic'
-1st
class
wofli.
Thesis,
reports,
.
Never
forget a loved one's important: day· again!
1
• Jers ey5-s& ~ th er Imprinted sportswear._Call for ap·resumes,· etc. Paper provided. Reasonable ntes. "Forget me not" is a system which will help you
pt. 64 1 ·
Call Tncey. 645-1658-after 6.
_ . remember birthdays & anniversaries. For system
;
? :::...,.,.. . ··- .....- - · ··- · . ~ - .-T!pln1 spRiaiist for students & pl'Oftnors. IBM details send $1 & self addressed stamped en1a
style.
_
, , velope to S.H.S., 1053 w. Clem5on Dr., Altmt.
- ':Pi.. I
· '··· . .~ ~ )l"tJPe"Plper a not me Mlflfllillll 11 ........ Spgs., FL 32701.
- · ·
fu
·
- ·• · ·
TYPED WllL Get tltt benefit of / 15 years ex.
Lady to share m. townhouse on 15-A "' same. _... tJ.tudl · 1.~ltd
ff
ts of -...&
$130 & Yz util. 67~5492 after 5 PM.
..,... ••
n1 """" I• o ll"IM
_.,
. --·
_-_ -~
·
istmte. . nltles and 1111ra11ce of accunc,,-wlth
·96
·eornct1111 Selectrlc. Pl1111 'call Susie, .
r===-~-=-~
- -~·~~..~:-~-~-~~~==!1!1-....
. ~_11!"1... ·641-491
•'-r.2..
~
•
Law clerk . & wife from N. Carolina desire to
t.L·."
-·
..
_·
_
J
~
•.
• .
~
l.<_
-- - -~ rP'rotessional typillo 10 yrs, txp, ltrtn papGll · "House sit~' in home or apartment during peri~d
-c _
Unfum. duplex, walkl~I distlnce to UCF. New, 2 ~ ,nports,_resuBlts. Piper provided. Call Undl 671- · from May 12 • Aug. 5 or portion thereof; Orlando
bdrm. 1 bath, all appliances, washer & dryer, ~ .
.
-.
- , area. Call Shawn Rader at 843-4600 (business
drapes, ctrl. h11t & air. $350/mo. 422-3612 days, ' I can't write it for you, but 1sure can type it. Leigh hours).
831..0719 afttr 6 PM.
~ Taylor-Adams S~retarial (904) 788-4708. Student
·
, i ntes. Pick·U!' .& "•liv~rv .
·
.
M~,"ly completc:c' large 3 bdrm. 2 bath home, 2 ?r Professional typing done weekends Ii evenings in •:-Gay Social Senices of Central Flodda· ~ffering ! I
,Ptage, convenient to UCF. 671-0616. $525/mo. . rmY home. Resumes, reports, etc. Call 273-8678 :11111 and .medical refernl, counsellns, hot. line 1I
1with tnln~ members & spe~ial actlYltles. For int--'...-~--:s==::=m:-=ll!!m:i""!!"'"'!,..._~~--·-· i-4
r· after6 PM.
· formati~1.1 ~I 843-27sp.
'
.. . "'a:. "f'
Typing service at home SE Orland~. Reaso.;--abi~ •.
~
~· experienced. Paper furnished. 277-2923.
1IB0il10N savicEs,: Free preanancy· test, Jo•
Carpool from TltUsYille TR ~3. Call Shannon 269:Colt.birth controt: Priva~ confidentiality 0.-ran~
teed. Birth Control Center, Inc.,
N. Magnolia
44
37 from 3-6.
~--"'!""------------~ ~Hnue. Available by phone 24 hours 1 dv= 422.i
WANTED TO BUY:
1
• ~or toll free 1(800)432-8517.'
Recent copy of .BERGEY'S MAJtUAl, reasonable. I, · -_· - -BUT fHt aooiSTORE PRICB)
;~.it for a class. Call Sandi, 275-5196 01'. 275- .
FOR SO~ ALINE STUIENTS CAN .ADVERTISE
TO BUY OR SELL mTBOOKS. TO PUCE AN
Paying $6 a pound fol' baseball cards. Call JU at
AD, STOP BY THE BUSINESS OFFICE L(»CATED
;AllORTION' SERVICES, birth eontrOI lnfoi;it~
1trtlM•er tests a"d coun;wllna. YD..,....._, low:
677-5486.
lf!!UCL.THU~-1.TIJ.
~'.·
1'1
cest, conflclentlal senices.
"
i
'I
Ceatnl Flortda Women's
:
Health Olpnlutlon
609 E. Colonial.Dr., Orlando
898-0921
.
Ad deadlines are Fr-iday at 5 PM · for display & ·

s:
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1
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. ··11.·1· iii Fii M$
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.Monday at noon for Classified ads. Ads must be
submitted in person & paid for at the time of
placement, unless arrangements are made otherwise. Call 275-2865 or stop by the business office
located next to the new Health Center. Classified
, . o_n·c~mpus rates are ~_0¢ pe_r line.
: \ : ·• ()r.:~a~pu~ ilisplay.coSt·:-is $3.00 per coiumn inch

..... ...
~

FREE PREGNANCY rtsTING
Prepant?Need help' 841-2223

frH Pap unar and ltrent HUI
CaH _for appointmellt-~Hn1 for lllH

' . BETA Center, 419N. M11110U1, Ori.

SEND YOUR
LOVE
A SPECIAL
VALENTINE
IN THE
FUTURE

Forms Available
at the Future
Bu.siness Office
Next to the
New Health Center
For More Information
Call 275-2865
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Colbourn asked to limit Iranian enrollment
by Mary Wilson
·~~!! .

UCF president Colbourn has
received direct and indirect appeals t~
limit the enrollment of Iranian and
other international students.
Posters, petitions and a car parade
have all been aimed at discouraging
the · continued enrollment of Iranian
students an·d the acceptance of certain
international students into cramped
university rolls.
The posters were reproductions of an
Orlando Sentinel Charley Reese
editorial and that paper's interv-iew
· '"':ith two Iranian UCF students supporting Ayatollah Khomeini. The signs
were illegally posted on campus and
displayed pilfered Student Center approval stamps.
The posters were reproductions of -an
Orlando Sentinel Charley Reese
editorial and that paper's interview
'with two- Iranian UCF students supporting Ayatollah Khomeini. The signs
were illegally posted on campus and
displayed pilfered Student Center approval stamps.
· The SC approval is "available
to anyone who wants it,' in a sense,"
said Jimmie Ferrell, director of
Student Organizations. "What they
apparently did was cut out a genuine
appr.ova~ stamp from another poster

·PARKAYENUE
HAIR DESIGNERS
HAIRCUTS ~td."
.wfrh this ad:

and photocopied it onto the which expressed concern about our
reproduced articles."
admissions policy," Colbourn said.
The Reese column sugg~sted that
··
UCF, with .it.s recent ~ming a~ay of
Colbourn said the petition ·requested
· 500 quah.he.d s~rm~ ~_rphcan~~ 1UCF to give first-priority admission to
because of h~mted <;:ap~c1ty boot out . local students, second to nonresident
the 170.lram~nsstudymghere.
·--·Americans and third to international
Accoraing to ~c. Program ~ire~tor students, with "no ·co~sideration given
Paul Franzese this is not the.first t~me . those from belligerent countries."
approval has been abused. About eight
months . ago the stamp. was
~hotoc.opied onto a•poster makmg an. ti-~;aman statements.
.
"':'hat can b~. do?e? All we .~an. do. is
take e?1 dow?, said Ferrell. It 1s v1rt~all~.1mposs1ble to track those responsible.
More direct statements regarding
Iranian enrollment were made early
this week when. Colbourn received
pet~tions requesting the denial of admission to "hostile" foreign students.
One petition, from Evangel~st preacher
John Butler Book,' was accompanied by·
a 20-car motorcade around the administration building..
Book and his supporters drove
around the Administration Building in
cars bearing yellow ribbons. He made
an appeal by bullhorn for the expulsion of Iranian students.
"He came to deliver a · petition

Colbourn said th~t UCF gives first
consideration to local and American
students, accepting international '
students according to policies determined by the Board of Rege~ts.
. ,
"I can't make- a final determiiiatfon
on who would · enter 'the ~niversity,
"Colbourn said. "I do view the university as a marketplace for ideas. There

hanian e~rollnien(page f3
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How to eat steak
without floating a ·loan from your roommate.

•••••• .$'9!

SASSOON
TRAINED
s~ S; P~ric Ave: STYLISTS

Official Salon for
'-'iss Orlando Beauty
'Pageant

MON.~SAT. I0-6
Fbr App,o!ntment call

If ~u thought ~ur budget VJOuldn't

64.S-366·S

st:retc~ to a. steak .dinner with all the ~;
trimmmgs,1ncludmg All-You-Can· Eat ii ~
Salad, or even a satisfying sandwich, ~
we've got good ne\AJS for ~u.
Namel~ the four coupons bel0\.\1.
Each of which guarantees ~u one
big, tasty meal at a price ~u can afford.
So clip this ad, and head for
Ponderosa tonight And eat steak,
without borrowing bread.

Fi'ee Parki(ig in Rear

. . cur OUT THIS COUPON . .

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

.....

Save $1 OD any
Extra-Cut Ribeye Steak
·Dinner
Includes baked potato or French fries,
All-You-can-Eat Salad~ and wann roll.
&pbw Fellnmy28, 1981
One coupon per a.istomer. Cannot be'used with any
other <lscomts. At. participating Steakhouses
Applicable taxes not Included.

I
I
I

.

. . CUT OUT THIS COUPON . .

Save $1 OD any
Super Sirloin Steak
· Dinner

Includes baked potato or French fries,

All~You-Can-E.at Salad Bat; and warm roll.
~ fellnmy28,

19el

One coupon per a.wtomet Cannot be used with any
other discounts. Al. participating Steakhouses
Applicable taxes not included.

. . CUT our THIS COUPON . .

. . CUT OUT THIS COUPON . .

Save $1 on any
Regular Cat Prime Rib
Dinner

Save $1 on any
T-Bone·Steak ·D inner

Prime Rib dinners served from 4 pm
on Monday ttuu Saturday and all-day Sunday.
Includes baked potato or French fries,
All-You- Can-E.at Salad~ and v.iarm roll.

&pbw fellnmv28. 1981

.. .. .. .. .. ..

One coupon per customet Cannot be used with any
other clscounts. Al. participating Steakhouses
~ Applicable laxes not included.

925 N. Semoran Blvd., Orlando
(In Zayre Shopping Center)
2363 W. Colonial Dri~e, Orlando
(Across from Montgomery Wards)
6046 S. Orange Blossom, Orlando
(2 blocks N. of Central Park)

·I
I

I
,

Includes baked_potato or French fries,
All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar; and warm roll.
&pa. febnamy 28.1981
One coupon per a.wtomer. Cannot be used with any
other discounts. At. participating Steakhouses
only. Applicable taxes not included.

I
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Survey reveals ·tolerance of adult entertain.Oent industry
liy Mary Wilson

A survey designed by UCF sociology
professor Dr ..Ida Cook found that most
voters have attitude of live and let live
concerning .the "Adult Entertainment
Industry."
.
"The ·general public said that even
though they may not frequent such
places as topless or bottomiess bars, if
others want to that's their business,"
Cook said. "They felt government
· shouldn't involve itself."
Cook coordinated the survey for. a
Channel ·g broadcast examining the
"Adult Entertainment Industry." She
designed questionnaires mailed to
3,000 voters in Orange, Osceola,
Seminole, Voh.tsia and Brevard counties.
One thousand people responded to
questions about adult books, bar entertainment, theaters and prostitution ..
·opinions were also gathered on antipornography legislation, zoning proposals, and law enforcement costs.
In one question voters were asked if
it was "all right for people to walk

stitution or partially nude entertainment, over 60 p~rcent of the voters suggested a fine, a warning, or no penalty
rather than jail.
Two responses appeared most often
to the question, " ... which one of the
follwing phrases is the very best that
can be applied to the 'Adult Entertainment' businesses?" Most females said,
"should be controlled but allowed to
exist."
Most males answered, "Up to
. "the general public said that even though they may not
the choice of the individual" ,
frequent such places as topless· or bottomless bars, if Most females over the age of fifty
others want to, that's their business ... "
chose, "a violation of God's law."
,
Sociology professor, Dr. Ida Cook Respondents tended to < oppose
legalized prostitution. "On the whole
they said no, except for males over
Two hundred fifty of 460 females over theaters. Using the $100, divide the 50," Cook said.
fifty had their reservations, and money according- to what you think
answered no.
needs attention."
Another question indicated 55 to 60
"The most money in order of priori- percent support f~r providing adult in
"The importance of our study was to
get the opinion of the general public," ty was given first to improving schools, an "isolated, out-of-the way area ."
Cook said. "The general public does then creating jobs, building roads, and
not feel as strongly about the issue (of pr~venting crime," Cook said. AllocaFifty to 70 percent, dependent upon
adult entertainment) as certain tions made to restricting adult enter- sex, answered no to the question "Do
tainment were half the amoun·t given _you think the government has the
outspoken groups.
.
to.
the four higher priority areas.
· One question asked what impor- .
responsibility (right) to regulate moral
tance voters placed on ·funding antiOn the question of penalties for pro- behavior?"
·
around nude in their own homes.'
Cook said the question was prompted by a legislative confllct in Miami.
An ordinance restricting bar nudity
was written so that it might be interpreted to restrict walking nude in the
home.
Over 80 percent of the respondents·
thought it was "all right," Cook said.

pornography iaw enforcement. It read,
"Suppose you ~ere a County Commissioner had only $100 to spend on
the following items; creating jobs, controlling topless/bottomless dancing,
improving schools, stopping . prostitution, preventing crime, building roads,
restritting massage_ parlors, · closing
"adult" bookstores and closing adult

''Beer ·Blast''

SINGLES SKATE
8-11 P.M.

WE MARCH TO THE DRUMBEAT
OF A DIFFERENT DRUMMER .

Tuesday ••• -Sun State
Wednesday~· •• Oak Ridge
T.h ursday ••• Pine ·Hills

. As .Christians, we- are expected to have a different code of life than the
secular world .. We should have different aspirations too. And we should
march with a vibrancy, a passion, an exuberancy for Christ which is, of
necessity, a m~tch to a different drumbeat. If your' step is similar to ours; if
it's out of step with the ~orld; we invite you to join God's parade at The
First Baptist Church of Oviedo, five miles north of U.C.F. on Alafaya Tr.

GET IN c;>N THE NEW DISCO ROLLER SKATING CRAZE
AT THE MOST MODERN DISCO CENTERS IN THE a.s.

OUTRAGEOUS UGHT SHOWS
·
& _SUPER SOUND
·'It's EASY. .. It's WILD.~ .It's FON ••.
It's like being a kid again!
Electrical Engineers
Physicists

Mechanical Engineers
·

It you're ready to begin your technical career, but aren't looking forward to a pencll and
paper pushing existence, we want to tell you about a hlghly unusual profeaalon.
·
Eaaentlally, we're the people who make It poaalble for energy producers to evaluate the
productivity of well sites. Our equipment measures resistivity, conductivity, acoustic travttl
time, redloactlvlty and various other phyalcal characteristics of the well bore.
Aa a Jr. Fleld Engineer, you'll undertake extensive training lncludlng supervised field
work and. 12 weeks of claaaroom Instruction Detore being promoted to Fleld. Engineer .
At this stage, your career adventure really begins. You'll be aaalgned a loggll)g unit,
crew and company car. Your generous base salary wlll be supplemented by 'monthly
oonuaea baaed on the Income your work produces.
Your progren wlll be In your hands on a job that la tough, demanding and long. But If
you're lntere1ted In accumulating real-world experience fHI, there's nothing Ilka It.
We offer full company benefit•, relocation aHl1tance and a variety of
attractive locations, Including the career active Rocky Mountain and
Sunbelt areas. Enjoy the kind of personal recognition that comes
from a high proflle career llke this one. To find out more, make
1rrangement1 with your college placement office to visit our
recruiter on: Friday. February 6. 1981
If you ire unable to visit with 'I.Ill, send your resume
det1lllng your blckground to·

I P"'l1'I 1£-ik1•'

Man1ger, Recruitment & College Rel1tlons

P.O. Box 8504
Houston. TexH 77001
'-" Equal Opportunity Employer

DRINK• SKATE• DANCE• PLAY PIN BALL &
ENJOY THE MUNCHIES AT THE SNACK BAR ·
- INTRODUCING •••

FOXES
NIGHT
Tuesday
p.m. at the
.~.8-11

SON STATE SUPER SKATING CENTER
1/2 Price Admission For All The Ladies!

· OAK RIDGE
PINE HILLS
SUN STATE
Your

4151 W. Oak Ridge Rd. (1 mile East of Intl. Dr.) 352-t 155
630 Emeralda Dr. (on Colonial near Kirkman)· 298-6642
427 N. Primrose Dr. (across from Colonial Plaza) 894·5005

Alternative To The Bar Scene Ha

lea·
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'S IGHTS & SOIJN-DS
Explore the WagerSpace Shot Collection
by Lynn T. Whiting

· The irreplaceable_Wager Space Shot
photograph collection js housed in the
UCF ~ibrary but most people in the
community don't know about it, says
Norbert St. Clair, Special Collections
director.
The collection documents 20 years
of ~ace exploration, from 1956 to
1976.
.
"That's real,ly interesting. I hadn't
heard of it," said Mark Sinclair, director of Orlando's John Young Museum
and Planetarium .. "It should provide a
good human-interest view of the space
program.
.
"The replacement value--not the

Apollo Project. Other aeronautics and
astronautics publications are also included.
. The John Young Planetarium uses a
lot of NASA information in its programs, but director Barbara Smith
said she did not know the extent of
UCF's resources.
Spokesmen from the Rollins College
library and the Orlando" Public
Library said they had never heard of ·
the Wager collection either.
St. Clafr said ·he thinks no one in
Florida has a comparably good collection.

_ Cmdi-. Howard C. Wager retired
from the·Apollo moon shot program in
'
·
1i
Ph
t
1969 and donated his 20-year collec.
"ICY
e1JJ•1rU ure
tion
of memorabili~ to UCF i,n 1977.
Norbert St. Clair leafs through the Wager Space Shot Collection in dollar value--is important," St. Clair ·
St. Clair said it took almost a, year to
UCF's librar .
said. "T~is collection could never be
·
y
replaced.
catalog the collection and have it
It consists of 300 official NASA bound:
Jan. 30, Feb. I "'All that Jazz,"
a.m. to 1 p.m., SC entertainment
photograp,hs and 23 volumes of
movie, SCA 8:30 p.m.
Feb.4: "Dr. Strangelove," movie,
newspaper clippings from around the
The collection is located in the
Feb. 2: Preservation Hall Jazz
8:30 p.m. SCA
world. Included are the NASA Special Collections Room on the fourth
Band, concert, 8 p.m., SCA
Feb. 5: Boots Randolph concert
chronology of science aRd technology, floor of the library.
Feb. 3: Crystal~ood concert, 11
8 p.m. Lakeland Civic Center
the history of the Kennedy Space
Photocopies of any portion of the
Center, the Mercury Project and the collection may be made.
1r

Tomorrows

'The Steve Kane Show'

Controversial figure refreshes AM radio
by Mike Griffin
Future at.ff

There appears to be a refreshing
oasis in the "disco Sahara" of AM
radio, and that is the "Steve Kane
Show.''
When Kane first aired on radio station WLOF last summer many scoffed.
Who would have believed that a station so geared to the teen-aged crowd
would give a show like Kane's a
chance?
Certainly a program with a guest list
that includ~d prostitutes; Ku Klux
Klansmen and homosexual-rights activists would raise quite a fervor
among the parents of the station'~
younger listeners.
WLOF stuck to · its guns and Kane
weathered the early days of criticism.
Today the "Steve Kane Show" is the
station's most profitable venture and.
Kane has expanded his efforts to include a weekly television show on
Cable Channel 13.
Kane said the reason for his success
is a simple one: "Controversy is the
strong point of the show."
Before Kane intervi~wed Madalyn
Murry O'Hare he put an ad for the
show in the religion section of the Sentinel Star. The ad read: "Join the Oral
Majority and listen to the Steve Kane
Show. Your chance to question
Madalyn Murry O'Hare."
O'Hare is famous for her campaign
.to remove prayer from publi~ schools.
· The radio show's provocative
qualities are a major factor in its
popularity but an even more important
reason is Kane himself.
"To be a· good interviewer you need
to get people to open up. I try to
capitalize on strong points of · my
personality--like humor--to achieve
this," Kane said.
A good example of his interviewing

technique is the television taping he
did with John Paul Rodgers, Grand
Dragon of the Florida .Cha'p ter of the
United Klans of America.
"I always hesitiate to say this," Kane
· said and laughed, "but I consider
Rodgers a friend. The guy's charming,
he has a great sense of humor, but let's
face it. You don't get to where he is
without being a fanatic. I am willing
to accept him on his own terms. ·'
"That's not to say that I don't hassle
him when I get him on show. I just do
it in a unique way.
. "Usually the host attacks him. He's
learned to expect that so ·I stick it to
him, but with humor. We develop an
often hilarious rapport-almost like a
comedy team," he said.
A Jewish talk show host and a
Klansman en rapport? It sounds like a
Norman Lear sitcom but it's true. The
important fa~t is that through all the
kidding a very real John Paul Rodgers
comes to light. At the end of the show
you know who he is and what he stand
for.
Scheduled to air in February, Kane's
show with Rodgers is destined to be dHferent from any other conventional
. talk show dealing with racism.
Kane's guests are interesting but it's
the callers which make his show particularly entertaining. His most frequent callers are all members of the
Talk About Life Club, an organization
Kane started in his earlier da.ys at
radio station WKIS.
The list of semi-regular callers reads
like an FBI most-~anted file. On any
given n_ight a listener can hear from the
likes of Rita (whose boyfriend happens
to be a Great Dane}, the Tornado Lady
and Normal Dave, who is such a
Kevin MHon/Future
vfolent reactionary he could make
Ronald Reagan seem like a left-wing Steve Kane generates responses from the people he interviews and the
radical.
people that tune into his show.
Kane sets up a rapport with his
Kane, page 9
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'Fear No Evil'
Interstate Mall
How can yet another cheap shot horror film about the devil have any saving graces? "F~ar No Evil's" producer,
Frank Laloggia, has enough artistic
pretensions to. make the film visually
-interesting ·in spite of its silliness. ·
The film has ·well-considered
photography, realistic sets, and artfully composed scenes, such as the one of
the male lead st;mding on a stark black
fire escape, brooding over his

Movies~~~~~~-

classmates while Johnny Rotten sings necessary sincerity, delivering her
"I am the Antichrist."
pitiful dialogue with the weighty imAt its best,"the film has some James port of Moses reading the .Ten ComWhale/Tod Browning theatricality; mandments. Kathleen .Rowe McAllen
zombies writhing up from the· grave plays 4igh school girl vacuity as if it
and menacing figures fleetingly glimp- were synonymous with mental deficiency.
sed through windows.
At its Worst, the overuse of soft focus
But it's that ole devil Andrew (St~fan
photography lends the scenes an inap- Arngrim) whose performance smells
the ·most infernal. Spastic shuddering
propriate postcard prettiness.
Poor direction pushed the acting appears to be t.he key to his portrayal,
from merely awkward to totally and it's even funnier than Andrew
unbelievable. Angel Mikhail/Margaret Stevens' throbbing forehand veins in
.
(Elizabeth· Hoffman) emotes with un- '"_fhe Fury."'

No .barbeque
cooks up ·like
·Uncle Jones,.

Lee Elliot
Future Staff .'

.On the Record
'-'High Infidelity"

Uncle Jones has absolutely the best
.R.E.O. Speedwagon
barbecue in captivity. It may be the
smoke. It may be , the fact that
R.E.0. Speedwagon's latest release,
barbecue is all they serve. ·But. their
"High Infidelity;, is not their best efme.ats have a done-~o-perfection deep
fort, but it does offer progressive,
smoky flavor that is worth the trek all Unole Jones, satisfies those bar- powerhouse, rock 'n' roll. R.E.0.'s full
the . way down Highway 436, past beque binges.
sc;>und, matched with strong vocals
17-92 in Fern Park.
from
Kevin Cronin and an excellent
An · enormous sandwich (or,
The place looks like a caricature of a "sandwish," as the hand-lettered menu sound mix, makes "High Infidelity" an
soul food restaurant in a Robert
has it) is $2.92 with tax. One bite will enjoyable album as well as a
Crumb cartoon. Scarcely larger than
turn a mild-mannered barbecue lover reasonable investment.
an old Cadillac, the building is sooty,
Side one exibits R.E.O.'s full sound
into an addict.
and comfort.s are non~xistent. One
on
two hard rockers, "Don't Let Hirn
· A brand-new brick building in the
orders ·from a service window; either
Go"
and "Follow My Heart." Both
_back app~ars fo be new facilities.
ribs, chicken, . pork, or beef (also
Giveh a big, new home, one wonders · tunes offer excell'ent guitar riffs providavailable in slabs or by the poun,d), and
what magic Uncle Jones can work on ed by Gary Rickrath and foot- .
"You gets your Coke at the machine
side orders. It's sure to be · worth the stomping percussion by Alan Gratzer.
- right there."
·
Cronin displays his strength as a
wait.

sp.m. ·
L

His early, faintly swish charaterization is at odds with his lµst for
McAllen. His / final scenes are unforgivably excessive. Clad in body
make-up and black chiffon, he preens
and poses like a runway model for
Frederick's of Hollywood.
"Fear No Evil also needs a tighter
story line, careful editing, and a less
gratuitous use of new wave music t,o be
a passable film. It is unwitting, witless
~amp, and that's the hell of it.

Channel-24
11510 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida ·32917

Jan~ · 2.,, Feb!' 9, 11,23,

vocalist on a slower paced song, "Keep
on Loving You." Keyboard player,
Neal Doughty comes off strong ori "In
Your Letter" and "Take it on The
Run." However, both tunes have beebop type lyrics.
"Out of Season," "Shakin' it Loose" and
"Someone Tonight" are good tunes,
but do no~ give enough power in order
to rec~ive enough attention. One of the
finer tunes on the album, "I Wish You
Were There" is a slower paced ballad
with a good arrangement and strong
vocals.
This album is not R.E.O.'s best, but
likewise not their worst.

by Marshall Hamlin
Future Staff
More records, page 9

TIRED OF HIGH ALBUM PRICES?
LP'S $ ·1 .00 AND UP

THE RECORD BIN
NEW & USED ALBUMS

Mar. 2, 23, 25, 3~, Apr. 6, 8, 13, 20, 22, 27

EXCELLENT CONDITION

TAPING SESSIONS
FREE AUDIENCE TICKETS
. AVAILABLE AT
CENTRALIZED SERVICES &
FASHION SQUARE TICKET AGENCY

FREE 45 WITH $5.00 PURCHASE

Call 27·3 -2300 for details

BUY•SELL•TRADE ·
282-0255

·185A S. SEMORAN

1 BLOCK N. OF E/W EXPRESSWAY .
IN PANTRY PRIDE SHPG. CENTER .

·(OPEN 1-6 MON.-SAT.)

LUNCH SPECIAL
l l-3 MON.-FRI.
FREE DRAFT OR SO.FT DRINK
WITH SANPWICH
MONDAYS
SEARCH 4 p.m. SC2 l -f

WEDNESDAYS
BREAKFAST 8 a.m.
FE:l~LOWSHIP-SOL

4p.m.

KNIGHTS ROOM

INFO.
REV. BOB GIBBS
x2468 SC208

ROAST BEEF, HAM, TURKEY,
CORNED BEEF, PASTRAMI
.
FROM$1.99
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The Jam
The Jam's latest album "So~nd Affects" is tough, umcompromising
rock'n' roll. A rare commodity these
days.
First off, the group keeps the lineup
simple: Paul Weller on guitar, Bruce
Foxton on bass, and Rick Buckler on
drums. Progressive rockers may wail
about the lack of synthesizers, but the
music here is rich enough without the
latest technological advances.

Paul Weller's songs - sound very

~imilar to early.songs by the Who (with
a touch of Beatles here and there), but
the Jam's songs are not stylistic rip-offs
a la the Knack .
Weller has an understanding of
everyday people. His music is not just
superficiality in straight ties and
power chords.
."Set the House Ablazo" is about
social indoctrination and resulting
closed-mindedness. "Scrape Away"
angrily rants at ·anti-idealistic cynics
and "Man in the Carver Shop" is a
lesson in democracy and class equality.

Yet not all the Jam's songs are
socio-political tirades. " But I'm pifferent Now" is a Beatlesque song both
in its melodic quality and its lighthearted lyrics. ''That's Entertainment" .has nothing to do with Gene
Kelley but much to do with warm
girls, graffiti, television, and other urban sensations.
Like the Who, the Beatles, and other
great Britsh bands, the Jam is, at h~art,
a group of true romantics. Ui:tlike Styx
and Journey, the Jam doesn't confuse
romanticism with wimpiness.
Dave Mitchell
Future Staff

Kane---~------~-----------------lrom page 1
callers as he does with his guests. His.
callers though, are more open to his
often sarcastic wit.
Kane is like a hunter on the. prowl.
He searches every sentence, every word
of a caller's statements to find the one
vunerable point, and then he ·
capitalizes on it .
"You can take a dull call and · just
pick up on a little something that'll
turn into., an interesting 0r exciting
call " J(ane explained.
More amazing than the number of
irate Normal Daves are. the lonely; ·

Is
there
·life
·after
cancer?
Some people
think that even
when a cancer is
cured, the patient
will never live a
norrnal life again.
The American
Cancer Society
knows better.
The Society
offers cancer
patients and. their
families extensive
service and .rehabil.itation programs
with practical help
and emotional
support. It helps
people return to
their homes and
their jobs.
There 15 life after
cancer. Two million
people are living
proof. If you or
anyone close to
you needs help,
call us.

®

American
Cancer
Society
This space contributed as a
public service .

callers with problems who turn to a. takes to deal with the h.ard-liners.
voice on the airwav~s for help.
Understanding is the key to dealing
"Problem calls are some of our best with troubled, sometimes suicidal
calls," Kane ·said. "Everyone has a pro- callers."
blem at one time in his life. I can be
Kane said he tries to get across two
myself and get people to open up to me ideas to his listeners . ."I try to convi!lce
in a way that they accept me an·d talk people that it doesn't matter what
more freely to me than to a personal others think. It's what you think that's
friend."
important. Secondly, right ·and wrong
UI)like his competition Kane said are relative to the individual. Accept
both his shows center ~n the your fel.low man and try not to be
humanistic side pf life. "Gene Burns is judgmental," he said.
more intellectual; he deals with issues.
Kane's radio show airs Monday
Bud Brewer lacks the compassion it through Friday from 10 p::m. to 2 a.m.

Dr. Gary.Wolf, UCF's music
department chairman; will
give ~ piano concert
tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the
Bush Auditorium at Rollins.
and on' Sundays from 8 p.m .. to midnight.
Even if you are not a steady talk
show listener, this one certainly
deserves tuning in to. The best way is
to set your clock radio to WLOF Channel 95 and drift off to sleep with a
chuckle. That is, if you can resist the
overpowering urge to reach for the
phone.
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.
Photographed at San Antone '.Rose , Houston, Texas .

Digicon talks.straight. About jobs available and career opportunities, before you join us and
after. We're a Houston-based geophysical services company with U. S.-and international
operations in land and marine seismic data collection and <lat~ processing. We have a solid
record of growth: at the start of the decade, an almost 40 percent rise in revenues and a 40
percent workforce increase. We need good people to help us continue this growth. Our
recruiters will be on ca~pus soon. If you 're interested in talking about your career in terms
of more than an excellent starting salary, we want to talk with you. Straight-away.
· Please contact your placement office about our interview schedule or call us at
713-526-5611 or toll free 1-800-231-3490 (outside Texas).
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"Seni.ority is a word I haven't run across here. I've
been able to advance on my own merit. I like the
friendly, informal atmosphere and enjoy the supportive approach that Digicon stands for. And
Houston is a great place. There's more than a wt
to do; there's almost too much to do."
Larry Wood, Accountant

,,

DIGICON INC.

Personnel Department
3701 Kfrby Drive
Houston, Texas 77098
An equal opportunity employer.

.....
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SPORTS
UCF wrestlers host
state tourney today
Today at 11 a .m. opening round.
competition in the state wrestling
tournament begins in the UCF gym.
FIU, Brevard and Broward will
compete with the Knights as well as
several club teams from around the
state. Consolation matches are
scheduled for I p.m. with finals following at 2:30 p.m. Admission for students is $1.
UCF is coming off a two-match
sweep last weekend that uppeq its
season mark te 5-6. The squad avenged
an early-season loss by easily defeating
Pembroke State University 30-9. Pembroke won the first match between the
two teams 29:.14, but this time the.
Knights ,came back to win all but three
matches.
.

·"The win against Pembroke will help
us a lot," said head coach Joe Corso.
'Pembroke wi11 be our toughest competition in the regional tournament,
and now with this win we'll have a .
definite edge over them."
. · The turning point in the match, according to Corso, was an 18-15 upset
by UCF's Ron Miller over Pembroke's
All-American Will Dye. Other winners
for · the Knights were David Stanley,
Gary Gates, Trey Baker, Jon Myers,
Dewey Ullrich and Brian Parker.
The Knights then coasted to an easy
victory over Cambell University.
Stanley, Gates, Miller, Baker, Myers
anrl Ullrich again won their matches,
while Mitch S'i!stile and Jim Austin ad- ·
ded two more victories for UCF.

Sports Shorts
Lady Knights manhandle Sou them

Knights get back on winning track

After dropping a tough 56-50
Despite an inconsist.ent performance
decision
to Florida Southern last week,
throughout tl;ie game, the UCF
the
UCF
men's basketball team got
women's basketball team easily
-back
on
the
winning track by using
downed Florida Southern 90-73.
what
has
made
them successful tnis
According to head coach Sharon
year-team
basketball.
.
Adamson, the Lady Knights "did ~ot
play well. First we'd pull ahead by 15 .
The Knights picked up their 13th
points or so, then they'd get. it down to
win
against three losses by thrashing
eight or nine and it just went tike that
all night long·. · We just weren't conference foe Eckerd, 97-73.
Five Knights hit in double- figures ,
playing with the same intensity the
with
Ruben Cotton.leading the scoring
whole time."
. Teresa Tinsley led the UCF offense with 22 p9ints. Other Knights scoring
with 18 points, while Marcie Swilley in double digits were Dean Rossin 16;
crdded 16. Meg Fahey and Mary freshman center Jeff Dorschner, 14
Holapa each contributed l S points for Jim Beachum, 11; and Jimmie Fer~ell ,
10.
the winners.
This Week In Sports
Jan. 31 -Men's Basketball-Rollins- Home- 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 31: Women's Tennis- Rollins-Hon:ie- 10:30 a.m.
Feb. 2 - Women's Basketball - Georgia State- Home- 6:30 p.m.
Feb. 4 - Basehall - Intrasquad - Home - 3: 15 p.m.
Feb. 4 - Men's Basketball - Biscayne - Home - 7:30 p.m.
· Feb. 5-6 - Men's Tennis - Sunshine St. Conf. - Home

Pam Glrneon/FUture

Lady Knight Mary Holapa takes careful . aim just before releasing
shot during a recent women's basketball game.

a

Young baseball team
plays on desire
by Dave Sherman

rebuilding task, but coach Moon feels
he has put together the ingredients of a
UCF is the fastest-growing university winning team. "I feel real good about
in the · state and coach Bill Moon's our personnel and our chances for a
baseball program is growing ~ight successful year," he said. "There is a
lot of° desire and determination on this
along with it.
After an off-year last season tlie team."
The Knights, led by captain and lone
Knights . are faced with
senior Billy Halpin, are young and .
, ('predominately made up of sophomores
an<i juniors. The key to the team's success is the performance of the younger
players. "We will be putting our young
people in pressure situ~tions," Moon
stated. "The more experience we can
give th~m early, the sooner they
·should gain the poise and confidence
we feel they should develop."
UCF' s strong suit in 1981 may be its
offense. The Knights turned in a .343
team batting average last fall while
. . pounding. out 440 hits and swiping 70 .
bases in 41 games. "-Our offensive sue: _cess will be determined hy our ability
to maintain patience at the plate,
- capitalize on opponen~s· mistakes and
execute the basic fundamentals."
A big part of° the Knights' offense is
overall team speed and base-stealing
ability. -Sophomore center fielder Tim
Foskett led the team last fall with 16
steals w1-iile junior transfer Jose Fontanez was second with eight. Fontanez
also led the team in batting\ hitting at
an impressive .478 clip, while Warren
Pickett finished with a .420 average.
The squad is faced with a tough
schedule but if everything comes
Pam Glmson!Future
together for Moon UCF baseball fans
UCF shortstop Butch Round _gets ready to put the tag on a sliding Winter Haven player as Brian Doyle of could be treated to a local Cinderella
the Oakland A's gets in position for the call. The Knights played :qoyle's Winter Haven team during the story.

annual UCF baseball clinic last Saturday.

Future staff
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Crew club rows behilld . winning·tradition
by Marty Fisher
Future et.ft

By 6:45 most mornings during the
months of January, February, March
and April, the UCF crew club team,
led by coach Dennis Kamrad, is out
workirig on the water on a private lake
in Chuluota.
Maintaining its club status since its
formation in 1973, the t-eam has
always had Kamrad at the helm.
Usually teams that maintain a club
status are long on ambition and enthusiasm and short on organization
and talent. For Kamrad' s squad of 45,
that is definitely not the case;
"We would probably be below Division III as far as support and funds go,
but we compete on a Division II level,"
explained Kamrad.
. / The club is a meml?er of the Florida
Intercollegiate . Rowing Association,
the Southern Intercollegiate Rowing
Association, and the Badvale Association, but is not officially re~ognized by

UCF as an intercollegiate team'.
nationally-ranked competition. The opener will be crew squads from ·Yale,
"We ·do abide by intercollegiate 1979 crew team also brought home the Dartmouth, Syracuse and the host ,
rules. The reason that we've been told gold from a major regatta in Canada. University of Tampa.
"To be abso~utely truthful, winriing
we aren't intercollegiate consists of
Last year's squad finished second to
two major points. First, crew is not the University of Minnesota in the na- the thing (Presidents Cup) is difficult.
It's just being in with that level of comrecognized by the NCAA. Second, we tional finals held in Philadelphia.
petition,"
Kamrad said. If you reach
aren't a Sunshine State Conference
This year the club opens · its amout
and
try
to be competitive with that
sport," said Kamrad.
bitioqs schedule against top Division I
Kamrad says that although his team schools ii:i. the Presidents Cup inTampa level, it makes you t~at m.uch better
maintains a dub status, he has no pro- Featured in the March 14 season when you move to your own ·level."
blems arranging for the squad. to participate in major college regattas. The
most important gain fOr the team if it
became intercollegiate would be the
av~ilability of more funds.
Frisbee Golf Results
Since · 1973, the crew squad has
Steve Rivet won the 1981 Frisbee Golf tournament with a birdie on the fourth
brought. six national titles back to sudden death hol~ Saturday on the UCF course.
UCF. The wo.men's team earned the
national championship three years in a
Rivet and Jeff Elvey finished the . ~6-hole tournament tied at 13! (five under par)
row, from 1977_ 1979 . The men's team to force the playoff. Richard Rein had a low net score of 101 (35 undeF par) to win
took the title one year after its the handicap portion of the event.
start, in J 974.
.
Bo~ling
In 1979, at the pre-Olympic NaEntries are now being acc'i:.~pted for the Intramural Bowling tournament. The
tional Sports Festival in Colorado Spr- · entry deadline for the tourney, seheduled for Feb. 14 at Colnial Lanes at 1 p.m., is
ings; UCf_won the gol~ medal ~gai~ Feb. 12 .
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BUZz,~·s

AUTO CENTER

lntramurals'

.Reeonilltioai:· .-.._.it·._

10658 E. COLONIAL DR.

.fol'Mifl;: Pt~On .

275-3-9 5·1

"LOW PRICES"
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

.COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
AMERICAN & FOREIGN
. USED CAR SALES
OPEN lOAM-lOPM MON.-FRI.
SAT. &SUN. BY APPOINTMENT
VISA-MASTER CHARGE

SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
'MAJORS:·
TAKE.OUT
INSURANCE NOW
How abou• an uinsurance" policy that your
science or engineering degree will really be
used? It would be nice. Especially considerlng the work you put into such a
degree.
The Air Force will use your talents. We
.have openings for .young men and women
majoring .i n selected science and
engineering · academic
fields ... like
a~rona_utical, Aerospace, General and Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics
and Computer Technology, and tnany more.
One ~ay to get into these· openings · is
through Air Force ROTC. Our AFROTC
scholarship can help you financially so you
can concentrate on · getting your degree.
AFROTC is a great opportunity to help
yourself through college, and the Air Force
is a great opportunity to really use what you
learn.
·
,
Look into the Air Force ROTC program at
your campus'! It's good insurance.
Professor of Aerospace Studies
General Classroom Bldg. Suite 310
University of Central Florida
(305) 27 5-2264

HOTC

Ga teway to a grea t way of life.

· 1111111~1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

275-9327

10662 E. ~•iaf.lt.

.Union·Ptd

STUDENT
CRUISE
·July 5, 1981-July 12, 1981
Visiting Nassau, San Juan, and St. Croix
Rate: $475.00 per person based on four to a ·
cabin. Price includes roundtrip chartered
bus with open bar, accommodations . onboard the Mardi Gras, all taxes, all tips, all
meals - at least 5 a day,. all entertainment
onboard, open bar private cocktail party
oµboard the ship. Also full casino onboard.
'

/

Make reservations now. Space is limited!

SUN
TRAVEL
831-6650
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Budokai inStructor teaches
non-agressive martial art
by

M~e Lafferty

Future 1tatt

At first glance he resembles a truck
driver or perhaps what he once was, a
chief petty officer in the N~vy. Ed
Baker, however,
is a fourth-degree
1
black belt aik ido tbacher at UCF.
He is one of ~ two instructors for the
campus organization known as
Budokai. "Budo" means the martial
way and "kai" means union. The
union is that of aikido and karatedo,
which is taught by another sensie
(master), Thomas Cauley.
Both men are held in high regard by
those who know them. Dr. David
Jones, a sociology professor who.is one
of their students, said "Our instructors
are unbelievable. They're masters at
their arts and we're very fortunate to
have them ...;
Mention martial arts and most people conjure up visions of Bruce Lee
breakfog boards and cracking heads.
Not so, says Jones. "The goal of Budo is .
for one to strive for perfect wisdom
and become truly humane," he explained. "It's ·not quite . religion,

philosophy, art or exercise, it's all of
them. It's for people to become civilized, educated and socially aware."
Budokai students may feel that the
best defense is running away, because
Baker talks more about philosophy
than conflict. "Someone once asked me
if I thought I could handle . myself
while walking down back alleys. I told
them I don't walk down back alleys."
He explained that aikido is based on
non-contention, which simply means
not placing yourself ·in situations
where conflicts might occ111" ~
Before instruction starts rlake.r is a .
philosopher, an artist and above all a .
gentleman.
During instruction, the sensie
demonstrates, the students imitate, and
everyone bows before and after exercises. Workouts encourage respect and
friendship, and as Baker puts it, help
one become centered and complete.
Defense is not the main purpose .of
his teaching. "I want -to devel9p a consciousness in the university to help people become better people," he says,
· "and not to help thugs become better
thugs."

Pam Glm101t/Futwe

Frie.n d and foe
Dr. Ida Cook and partner William Beasley engaged in a friendly
·exercise with jo sticks, as much .a philosophical as physical encounter.

.Iranian enrollment·- - -

from pages

The president also received a
petition with the signatures of 35 to 40
UCF students, asserting they could not
condone the entry of Iranian students
"when other ·students are being denied
entry."

shouldn't be any fear of hostile views.
"Part of a college education is testing
views," he added. "Having students all
of one mind can be dull and
unrealistic."

-----

CH.AMPAGNE ·COLOR, l~C.
FltEE CAMERA .USE INSTRUCTION

ASK .ABOUT OUR
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
OVERNIGHT PROCESSING
ON M·osT FILM
MON.-FRI. 8:00-5:30

. PUBLIC NOTICE....STEREO LIO .. ATION · ·
·califomia Stereo Liquidators, Federal No. ~5-3531031, will dispose of, for a manufacturer's representative, their inventory surplus
of new stereo equipment. The items listed below ~ill be sold on a
first-come /irst~served basis at . . . Mt. Vernon Motor Lodge
110 S_. .Orlando Ave., Winter Park, Fl.
Sunday, February 1, 19~ 1
Value

5

Only AM/FM CaS$~tte
Car Stereos, In Dash· ·

5 Only AM!FM·B Trk .
Car Stereo In Dash

20 Only B· Track Car
Stereos, Underdash

Disposal
Price

$159. $29

eaclt

$139 $29

each

$69

9:00 A. M. to 2:00 P. M.
ONL y WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

22 Pair Only Coaxial Car
Speakers Giant Mags

Value

$89

$29

$119

$49

20 Pair Only T riaxial Car
Speakers. Giant Mags

18 Only Graphic Equalizers
$19 each

For Car, High Wattage

Disposal
Price

$159

$39

pair
pair

.aclt

---- ~ --·--- ··- -

20 Only Cassette Car
Stereos, Underdash
Individual (:onfidential Counsel.ing
Cynecolpgists
Speakers Service

.

?233LE:=o~PARK

~~

32 Only AM!FM!B·track

Car Stereos In Dash (Best)

23 Pair Only 2·Way Car

$25

each

$165 $59

each

$.189 $59

each

$179 $~9

pair

$15

Speakers, Dual Cone

10 Only AM/FM in Dash
Cassettes For Small Cars

$49 ,

$19 pair

$225 $89

each

~ ~\ \

-.

30 Only AM/FM Cassette
Car Stereos In Dash (Best)

22 Only AM/FM Cassettes
For Car with Auto Reverse

$225

$89.eaclt

$89

$29 each

Toll Free 800-432-,5249
PHYSICIAN MANAGED'
·· ESTABLISHED 1973

20 Pmr Only Modular
4· Way Speak-ers

27 Only Power Boosters
For Stereo, High Wattage

All BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE Wl1H RJll 2 VEAR WARRAN11ES!
Buy one or all of the aboue quanties listed-The Public is Invited
VISA. MAS7EBCARD, CASH or PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOMED
ONE DAV ONLY
Sun., Feb. 1st--ONLV WHILE QUANT111ES IAST!

jiiiiiiiiiiil__________
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Business Manager
- Duties; Directly responsible for financial management of weekly cam_rus
newspaper, including the raising of through advertising, budget preparation,
purchasi~g. payroll ~nd circulation. Sl!pervises advertising sales and p_roduc-.
tion and staff of student salesmen and make-up personnel. Respon~1ble to
newspaper's editor-in-chief and serves as member of university's Bc;>ard of
Publications. .
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade:-point average

at UCF.. be at le.a.st a third-Quarter f.re~hman, and r:nust have been enrolled full

1time at the university since at least fall quarter of 1980.
Candidates must
show liheirlexperience an_d/or academic achievement in busines~ management.
Application: Candidates will be sel~ct~d according to the procedure 1stated
in the Board of Publications ·constitution and By-Laws. Applications are
· available in the Fu~re's business office, phone 275-2865.
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ASK ABOUT OUR
STUDENT DISCOUNT!

5

Canon Pentax Kodak
Nikon Olympus Vivitar

Shown with optional
Power Winder A

·FRANK,'$

PHOTO
SUPPLY

1B25 EDGEWATER DR• .425-9069

i·
E

There's a shortage of 'trained people I
i who can repair computer systeins.
·1
~
WeH trained ·Computer Technicians are i
I: commanding excellent starting salaries. I=
I And once hired, most employers will pay I:
i tuition for advanced studies.
· i
! To train for this exciting . and I ~
I finanacially rewarding field, call or write · 1·
=!~_ for STl's catalog today.
~-

i

ALL MAJOR BRANDS

·REPAIR
. DEVELOPING
POSTERS
A.CCESSORIES

.COMPUTER REPAIR TRAINING

·

~
5

~

•Day and Evening Classes
•Actual "HAnds-on." Tr•ini'ng
•Placement Assistance

•8 and 16 week courses
- •Non-nonsense courses
•Master Charge - American Express

....

!

~
~

i .~YSTEMS lrECHNOLOGY ~ NSTITUTE - I
!!! 775 Kirkman Road Suite 113-A Kirkman Commerce Center

Orlando, Florida 32811

~heckus!

Checking
with Interest

axe
TAPE
SALE

®

TO CELEBRATE "ouR RELOCATION TO · 261s .LEE
ROAD (NEAR ·1-4) ALL _MAXEL BLANK TAPE IS ON
· SALE FOR 25% OFF OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
PLUS-YOU'LL RECEIVE A FREE SAMPLER -ALBUM
FOR EVERY 4 CASSETTES YOU PURCHASE!
CHOOSE ROCK, · JAZZ OR CLASSICAL BUT HURRY,
'CAUSE QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED! SALE PRICES IN
EFFECT THROUGHOUT FEBRUARY.
.

'1Ui>i05~~
Our Interest Earning Checking Account really puts your money to work!

FIRST· FEDERA~OFSEMlr.Gii
South-East Orlando /Oviedo/DeBary/Longwood
Apopka/Winter Park/Forest City/Orange City/Sanford

'

299-6535 ~
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2615 LEE ROAD (NEAR 1-4) 629-0036

#•

concern or

e future

cost of 78,893 or 6: 7 cents .
_ u;d ad· erlmng re enue of
the
ual cost.
e Future is funded thro . the
ocated h the Shiden Go erpment of the · ni~r-

E~i!_or-~n-<;h!ef

Laura J.

ffman

B~ness Manag~~-

n·versi of
Centra Florida

PaU

. Ta or

M.a~gtrlg Editor_

Mary E. Wi son

encourage an
ou
m·ght ow ·tti exceptiona cases o
contac in writing) ssociate ice
Presiden Dr. John Bolte in e Office
of cademic Affairs.
e wil do our
bes to respond equitably and helpfully. our coatinued patience and support in this most difficul situa ion is
grea J appreciated.
President Trevor Colboum

The Fun.~11 j,uf>U.hed.W,.,!<!i/.fa~ ~
Doug Marks, assistant managing editor; Kathleen ter and spririg hnd biweekly,,~~ ~ tit"
Fomnda, entertainment editor; Patti Linzy, sports at .the .University of .Central Flo.ri<41~
·
editor; Dana Treen, associate editor; Kevin written an~ edited by students
~
Mason, photo editor.
· sity witlrnffi.ces in the A~ Coni,il~~L
Drive.
·
.
· ·
-1 . ~ i ' ·
Busilleas·taH
Opinions expressed in 'the Future
those
Darla Kinney Scoles. adeertising manager; Ivan Trabal,
of
the
editor
t~
writer
of
the
arti~.
and
production managPT; Lynn Bowin. sales manager; Account
· Tt'pTesmtatives: Michele Davis. Randi Hill. Dave Hen.d.enon
na.t necessarily .t/iose of the Bdard "J
Laura Monk, Liz O'Connor, Dave Stroud, Dinah Tompkins;
Publications, !Jnfoersity Administration, or
ProducHon staff: Nancy Buonpane, Melanie Erickson. Wanda
Board of Regents.

of. f!le 'I.ti

or

Garfield. Tracy Rosof: CirrnlaHon: Barbara Cou•ell; Student -
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UCF MARKETING.ASSOCtATION
PRESENTS

A ·DANCE. ·
:Feb.12
8:00 p.m.

~

2:00 a.m.

·

~k.,.) .

avniu~
A CLUO/DISCOTHEQUE

A fund raiser for .the •

American
Heart Association
.
.

·*

.

•

.,. ___.. . .__ _ __·GRAND PRIZE---_.,........
A WEEKEND FOR TWO IN THE BAHAMAS .
'

.

.

. .

..

.

..

DONATED BY CARIBBEAN CRUISES TRA\lEL AG-E NCY
-· . . · ~ OTHER .PRIZES DONATED· BY:
.

. .

.

.

.

.

. .

T. J~ · MURPHY'S .
BENNIGANS
.
LE CORDON BLEU ·
TALK OF THE TOWN
MUSICANA OF BREVARD
.LECHATEAU
. TGI FRIDAY'S
·LORD'S & LADY'S
SARA AND WOODY'S
SOMETHING SPECIAL
HIS & HER HEADLINERS
CHO,P PING BLOCK

ARTHUR·MURRAY'S
MERRY MINSTREL BELLIGRAM
NAUTit.us
.
HOLIDAYHEALTHSPA ·
SUM-TAN
STRICTLY GRA~fJIC·s
DESIGN WORLD ·
ARTHUR MURRAY.' S
.BARNETT BANK . · ORANG.E·SEMINOLE CABLEVISION
: McINERNY_FORD
·c oTTON TREE : . . .
BROTHERS THREE

(TOTAL $1602°0 ) .
.

.

.
.

PROMOTIONAL MERCHAN.DISE PROVIDED BY:
MILLS & NEBRASKA ·
McDONALD'S
. BIG C LO·UNGE
.
PETERSON OUTDOOR

VICTORIA STATION
SCHENCKCO.
.
. VERNON HALL
MIKE TRAFICANTE

PM MAGAZINE AND. TV 6:
RALPH BEVINS ··
BILL CASSALE
CARRIE HAUGHT
NICKIE SARNER. ·

.

WE WOULD.LIKE TO THANK ALL OF THESE COMPANIES
AND PEOPLE FOR MAKING. THIS EVENT SUCH A SUCCESS.
.
'

.

'

AVAILABLE AT: KIOSK & TIME: 8PM-2AM
,DRINKS: 50¢ & St~oo . CENTRALIZED
SERVICES,
·
.
.
DRESS: INFORMAL .
F·AS~ION SQUARE & ·
AGE:· 19 OR OLDER
TICKETS: $3.00 ADVAN-C E ALTAMONTE MALL
$3.50DOOR
TICKET AGENCIES
~

'

.

